5 DAYS DIGITAL ART ACADEMY

CALL FOR ARTISTS
Nov 19th - Nov 23rd 2018
Dec 10th - Dec 14th 2018

apply here!
https://futurelab.ruhr

Hard facts:
apply directly @ https://futurelab.ruhr

applicants who don’t sign up via the website are not eligible for participation

Call opens on October 30th 2018 0.00 UTC+1
Call ends on December 6th 2018 23.59 UTC+1
Location:

3D Druckzentrum Ruhr, Schützenbahn 19-21, 45127
Essen, NRW, Germany

READY VR ARTISTS!

starts on November 19th, 10:00 AM, UTC+1, through November 23rd

Pledge:

150 EUR per participant (scholarship for free participation is available
on request)

VR PRO ART CREATION
starts on December 10th, 10:00 AM, UTC+1, through December 14th

Pledge:

150 EUR per participant (scholarship for free participation is available
on request)

Language:

The FutureLabs will be held in English language (German language
translator is on site)

Travel expenses and accommodation:
For international travelers help to cover costs could be
granted. You could apply for full scholarships or partial
funding.

https://futurelab.ruhr

Futurelab 2018 at 3D Druckzentrum Ruhr, Essen, Germany
3D Druckzentrum Ruhr in cooperation with University of Fine Arts Essen organizes two
FutureLab Workshops in the creative quarter of Essen City. International Tutors, who
created Innovations, share their new knowledge in the field of Creation and Technology.
The Participants can foster their own creative abilities in art and creation and make new
contacts with other working professionals.
There are two different classes consisting of an international group of working professionals in creative cultural industries (CCI), art and design. The results are presented and
discussed in a final event, after completion of the FutureLab period.
3D Druckzentrum Ruhr is looking for participants from all over the world.

https://futurelab.ruhr

READY VR ARTISTS! – Entry point to Digital Art Creation
3D Druckzentrum Ruhr and University of Fine Arts are offering the chance for professional artists and creative innovators to get their hands on cutting edge knowledge and meet
other professional of adjacent fields to foster new skills and enhance their mastery.
As a five-day academy, there are slots for eight professionals to take part in the event. Led
by a master in the field of creation and technology the group is going to create a unique new
piece of craft and knowledge. The programme is hosted by 3D Druckzentrum Ruhr, a facility which offers a sublime place where a relaxed atmosphere and 21th century technology
provide a creative environment. As an incubator for technology and art it is a place where
future knowledge is found. The facility includes a lab space, which offers all equipment for
fast realization of any idea.
Enter the fascinating world of digital art creation and explore virtual reality for your 21th
century artworks. Take off with the help of digital professionals and learn new skills and
workflows for your own artistic expression and personality.
Join the masters of Virtual Reality!
Masters of VR,AR and XR, with new and exciting digital creation tools, use their skills to create real world objects with the help of digital fabrication. Traditional artists bring new edges
to their craft with the help of digital tools to create experiences not possible before.
The FutureLab fosters the dialogue inside the interdisciplinary team to get new perspectives on the matter. New sparkling ideas become reality through hands-on and practical
work with machinery and systems.
For our FutureLab we will invite a roster of innovative masters and tutors, who will
teach their knowledge in a relaxed atmosphere. The individual Coaches will be unveiled on
our twitterfeed @masterclassruhr, so stay tuned!

https://futurelab.ruhr

VR PRO ART CREATION – A FutureLab on virtual reality,
sculptural objects, mixed reality, fine art, and fusion artwork
3D Druckzentrum Ruhr and University of Fine Arts are offering the chance for professional artists and creative innovators to get their hand on cutting edge knowledge and meet
other professional of adjacent fields to foster new skills and enhance their mastery.
As a five-day academy, there are slots for eight professionals to take part in the event. Led
by a master in the field of creation and technology the group is going to create a unique new
piece of craft and knowledge. The programme is hosted by 3D Druckzentrum Ruhr, a facility which offers a sublime place where a relaxed atmosphere and 21th century technology
provide a creative environment. As an incubator for technology and art it is a place where
future knowledge is found. The facility includes a lab space, which offers all equipment for
fast realization of any idea.
The creation of Fine Art in the Virtual Reality Space through use of digital technology is
an exciting field where masonry meets digital sculpting. Masters of Gravity Sketch, a prime
digital sculpting tool, use their skills to create new kinds of VR experience. Traditional sculptors bring new edges to their craft with the help of digital tools to create forms not possible
before. The new experience of the VR space for installation or motion art offers a new playground to professional artists.
The FutureLab fosters the dialogue inside the interdisciplinary team to get new perspectives on the matter. New sparkling ideas become reality through hand-on and practical work
with machinery and systems.
For our FutureLab we will invite a roster of innovative masters and tutors, who will
teach their knowledge in a relaxed atmosphere. The individual Coaches will be unveiled on
our twitterfeed @masterclassruhr, so stay tuned!

https://futurelab.ruhr

Apply now for your personal FutureLab!
Applications are eligible only through the website https://futurelab.ruhr
For each five-day academy, there are slots for eight professionals to take part in the
event.

READY VR ARTISTS!
starts on November 19th, 10:00 AM, UTC+1, through November 23rd 2018

VR PRO ART CREATION

starts on December 10th, 10:00 AM, UTC+1, through December 14th 2018

Pledge
Upon confirmation, we need you to deposit a pledge of 150 EUR.
The pledge will be refunded upon your completion of the academy.
Jury and choosing of participants
The applications will be reviewed by our professional Jury, consisting of professionals of 3D
Druckzentrum Ruhr and professors of University of Fine Arts Essen. The selection process
is subject to discretion of the jurymembers. The decision of the jury is legally binding; there
is no recourse to legal action. Upon selection, we will contact you to inform you if you have
made it to the final group.

Artist in residence program
The artist-in-residence program opens for up to four international participants for
each academy
For international travelers help to cover costs could be granted. You could apply for full
scholarships or partial funding. Get in touch now, to plan your personal trip to VR!
help@3d-druckzentrum-ruhr.de

https://futurelab.ruhr

Our Lab: 3D DRUCKZENTRUM RUHR
3D Druckzentrum Ruhr is an independent research facility which examines all future
technologies like 3D printing,VR, and Artificial Intelligence and its cultural and technological
impact on society. It fosters a broad range of competence in technology, cultural work and
project management. The core of the team consists of IT-systems engineers, project- and
event managers, designers and creative service providers. Professional project management
and a high technological profile constitute the base for efficient problem solving in research
and development, as well as design and presentation and management of processes.
With its own research lab and creative studio, right in the middle of downtown Essen, 3D
Druckzentrum Ruhr is a hotspot where technology and creativity develop their full potential.
3D printers and a dense digital and physical infrastructure for planning and finishing projects of any kind create a productive environment for users and developers alike. The international network with contacts throughout Europe and worldwide enables the integration of
an infinite number of innovative concepts and service-providers.
The complimentary use of machines and infrastructure at our facility for project-initiators and socially oriented projects further the constant growth of the existing network. The
efficiency of 3D Druckzentrum Ruhr is achieved through a high average of utilization of machines, the possibility of coworking and virtually 24/7 access to the facilities. The distribution
of knowledge without prerequisites to all interested parties and the exchange of knowledge
throughout the whole network allow the fast development of solutions and approaches for
different challenges in various fields of research and development, as well as management.
Cooperation throughout the region and abroad, with universities, city development,
administrations and social facilities add to the portfolio of completed and ongoing projects.
Interdisciplinary art-projects, exhibitions, prototype development for industrial and economic applications, organization and realization of big events, bachelor- and master-theses concerning future technologies, educational programs and workshops, technological consulting
for private and public facilities comprise some of the activities involving 3D Druckzentrum
Ruhr.
For our FutureLab we will invite a roster of innovative masters and tutors, who will
teach their knowledge in a relaxed atmosphere. The individual Coaches will be unveiled on
our twitterfeed @masterclassruhr, so stay tuned!

https://futurelab.ruhr

Personal assistance:

help@futurelab.ruhr

Phone: 			
				

+49 201 85896756
business hours: 10AM – 12PM UTC+1

Postal Adress: 		
				

3D Druckzentrum Ruhr
Schützenbahn 19-21, 45127 Essen, NRW, Germany

Website:			https://futurelab.ruhr
Twitter:			@masterclassruhr
Instagram:			@masterclassruhr

